
B I N G ON
SUMMER 2020

OIB G

IT'S 
SUMMER!
FREE SPACE

Check the 
grammar of a 

news article or 
social media post. 

OR 
Practice a 

grammar skill.

Write a short 
poem about 

summer. 
OR

Practice a 
figurative 

language skill.

Click on the 
“Analytics” tab, 
and choose a 

report to share 
with your 

family.

Draw a map 
of your 

neighborhood, 
state, or country. 

OR 
Practice a 

geography skill.

Earn a red 
ribbon by 

achieving a 
SmartScore of 
70 on a skill.

Skill code: ______

Practice a "Try 
something new" 
skill on your IXL 

Recommendations 
wall.

Skill code: ______

Earn a blue 
ribbon by 

achieving a 
SmartScore of 
80 on a skill.

Skill code: ______

Create a math 
word problem 
for a friend or 

family member 
to solve.

Research your 
favorite animal 
and share fun 

facts with a friend. 
OR

Practice a biology 
skill.

Teach a friend or 
family member 
how to do a skill 

that you’ve 
mastered.

Practice a “Go 
for gold” skill 
from your IXL 

Recommendations 
wall.

Skill code: ______

Earn a medal 
by mastering 

a skill.

Skill code: ______

Conduct a 
science 

experiment and 
share the results 
with your family.

Practice IXL for 
5 days in a row 

in August.

Dates:  ______  ______
______   ______  ______

Practice IXL for 
for 5 days in a 
row in June.

Dates:  ______  ______
______   ______  ______

Write a short 
paragraph about 
a historical figure 

you wish you 
could meet.

Practice a skill 
at next year’s 
grade level.

Skill code: ______

Practice on 25 
different days 
this summer. 

Earn a green 
ribbon by 

achieving a 
SmartScore of 
90 on a skill.

Skill code: ______

Practice a word 
problem skill of 

your choice.

Skill code: ______

Work on an IXL 
skill with a 

friend, and see 
who can answer 
each question 

fastest!

Read a book 
and share a 

summary of the 
plot with your 

family.

Answer 10 
questions in 

the Diagnostic 
arena for 3 

weeks in a row.
Dates:  ______  ______

                ______ 

Dates:  ______  ______
______   ______  ______

Practice IXL for 
5 days in a row 

in July.


